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Are All Podiatric Students Prepared
Equally for Residency?

Poll Question

Does the Institution Training/Podiatric School Make a Difference?

Are residents prepared to start residency with the knowledge
they have obtained from podiatry schools?

• When students start their residency training, does it matter what
school they attended?
• Do schools collaborate in regard to education and standards?
• Are all the schools in agreement with regarding the basic
aspects that students should be learning?
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A. Always
B. Sometimes
C. Depends on student/school of graduation
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How are needs of residencies known to
schools?

Purpose of Residency

• Surveys?

• What basic skills should a student have when they show up to
their first day of residency?

• Meetings?

• Are residencies collaborating? Or forced to conform?

• Testing?
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Purpose of Fellowship

Foot and Ankle Surgeon

• Would any/all residents be trained enough to start a fellowship?
(whether they wanted one or not)

• Are all graduates ready to start practicing after residency?

• What are the barriers to fellowship education? (funding, cases,
enough interest)

• Does it vary depending on residency training /or location? Or ….
• Does it vary Individual to individual?

• Is graduating from residency alone enough in today’s foot and ankle
world? Or are fellowships necessary?
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Poll Question

Post COVID Training

To what extent are graduates from residencies prepared for
practice today, in comparison to 5-10 years ago?

• Differences pre and post COVID for scores at school level?
• Differences in residency in training scores?

A. More prepared
B. Less prepared
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• What has been lost this past year for fellows?
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Milestones
• Are residencies able to fully educate and have standardization
without milestones?

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed,
citizens can change the world.
Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”

• Are these working at school level?
• Do we need to have these at fellowship level now?
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Margaret Mead
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